This note presents a set of systems of two first-order quasi-linear partial differential equations, which can be reduced to the shallow-water equations.
Introduction.
The shallow-water equations ut + uux + hx = 0, ht + uhx + hux = 0 (SW) have been intensively studied analytically and numerically (see, e.g., [2] , [4, §13.10]). Several exact analytical solutions of (SW) are known: u = x/t, h = a/t\ u = (b + 2x/t)/3, h = (x/t -b)2/9 + a/t2^3; [2, §5] (PSa,b)
x = 2ht2s + 0.51n(l + 2s/(l -s)), u = 2hts, s2 = 1 -h/(b -h2t2); [3, §3] .
(PSd)
Here a and b are arbitrary constants, and ' denotes the derivative. Consider the generalized shallow-water equations:
Theorem. Let u = u(x,t) and h = h(x,t) be a solution of (SW).
then relations fi(v + C) + /2(w-C) =u(x,t) and /i (u + () -f2{v -C) = 2h1/2(x, t)
give a solution of (GSW).
and G2KC) = (C2 + /22)/{//2» then relations fi(v)f2{() + q = u{x,t) and (cj + /2)(c2 + f2) = 4h(x, t) (
give a solution of (GSW). Here f\ and f2 are arbitrary functions, and q is a constant. This system describes a flow of two homogeneous inviscid fluids between two horizontal rigid plates in the hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations (see (3.3 .12) in [1] ). The velocity u\, u2 and the thickness hi, h2 of the upper lighter (density p\) and lower denser (density p2) layer (see Fig. 1 The maximum of v(x,t) is at x = 0 and increases from 0 to 1 when t increases from 0 to infinity. Figure 1 shows the position of the interface for t = 0,2,3, and 4.
